the
challenge
is on.
no pressure.
SPRINT Data Analysis Challenge
call for entries
Clinical trials drive medical advances and have a direct
impact on health outcomes. Thoughtful, transparent
systems for sharing clinical trial data help maximize
the contribution of patients who put themselves at risk
by participating in clinical trials. NEJM is committed
to working with the global medical community to
make the sharing of clinical trial data an effective,
efficient, and sustainable part of biomedical research.

challenge yourself. enter today.
challenge.nejm.org

To explore the potential of clinical trial data sharing,
NEJM challenges you to analyze the dataset
underlying the SPRINT article and identify an
original scientific or clinical finding.
Enter your finding for a chance win a prize and
present at the live web summit: Aligning Incentives
for Sharing Clinical Trial Data, hosted by NEJM on
April 3−4, 2017.

how to enter
for the sprint data
1 apply
Visit challenge.nejm.org for step-by-step instructions and tips for expediting the application process.
An Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval or exemption certificate and a data use agreement are
required.

2

qualifying round: answer one question using sprint data

3

challenge round: submit your finding using sprint data

4

you could win a prize, gain bragging rights & make a difference

The SPRINT data will be made available on November 1, 2016. In the Qualifying Round, reanalyze the
SPRINT data to answer one question to progress to the Challenge Round.

The Challenge Round is open from December 1 to February 14, 2017. Use the SPRINT data and any
other publicly available dataset to identify and submit a novel clinical or scientific finding.

Make a valuable contribution towards clinical trial data sharing. Enter your finding for a chance win a
prize and present at the live web summit: Aligning Incentives for Sharing Clinical Trial Data, hosted by NEJM
on April 3-4, 2017.

are you up for the sprint challenge?
challenge.nejm.org

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Open to health care professionals,
researchers, and scientists, 18 or older. Void where prohibited. Subject to complete
Official Rules. Please see Official Rules for details at challenge.nejm.org.

